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Tasteful selections!

Dear Business Partners,

Our new brochure, as always, showcases a curated selection
of exquisite corporate gifts and packaging ideas.

In this edition, you'll also discover a number of product
innovations, amongst others in the realm of 'Security &
Privacy'.

Allpure, based in Upper Austria, specializes in the field of
'Data Security'. They craft everyday leather products designed
to shield against data theft and electromagnetic radiation.
These products are still meticulously handcrafted in Italy. 
For more details, please turn to pages 12 and 13.

Perhaps you are looking for the ideal gift right now? 
Feel free to get in touch with us, or simply browse through the
brochure. And, of course, we are happy to handle the shipping
for you – whether domestic, international or individual
shipments.

Enjoy browsing through the pages!

Warmest regards,

Andrea Roellinghoff
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An ingenious invention – the 'Beach Butler,' 
discovered at Trendset in Munich. All the woods used come
from PEFC- or FSC-certified forestry and are crafted in a
social institution. These tables are portable, suitable for
taking anywhere – to the mountains, the park, the beach,
or by the lake. An additional anchoring device (the ground
spike) ensures stability on grassy terrain. Leather handles
and loops are provided on the sides, so every detail has
been considered. The wood can even be engraved with a
personal message or logo.
The table is available in oak, locust, and iroko.
Oak: The heartwood of oak ranges from honey yellow to

light brown and darkens under the influence of light. It is
highly stable and robust.
Locust: The color tone varies from yellowish-green to
brown and darkens under light to become golden brown or
even chocolate brown. Locust wood is among the most
valuable native wood species and is exceptionally
durable.
Iroko: The color tone is gray to greenish-yellow, later
turning golden brown to dark olive brown, especially in
sunlight.
Prices: Starting at € 67 (depending on the wood type).
Ground Spike: € 6.

Auszeit in der Natur...

This Berlin gin is crafted with 13 botanicals, including juniper, coriander, lemon peel, cassia, cardamom,
bitter orange, lavender, and angelica root. Cheers! Price: Starting at €14.
Made with lots of love and passion.

Trentatré Trentini…

This organic farm in Trentino offers, among
other things, delicious apple products from their
own harvest, such as delightful teas in various
flavors, organic apple chips, apple juice, apple
gin, apple tonic, as well as skincare products.

Give the gift of fresh mountain air, nature, and 
a holiday feeling for Christmas. We're happy to
create custom gift boxes for you.
Ask us about all the possibilities; prices 
available upon request.
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Money clip, 925 silver or 
rhodium-plated brass, 

approximately 6 cm long, 
Made in Germany.

Price upon request.

Beispiele für Maschinengravuren:
Money clip, 925 silver or
silver-plated, approxima-
tely 6 cm long. 
Price upon request.

Cufflinks, round, with a green rim
(enamel), 925 silver, approximately

1.5 cm in diameter. The round end
piece can also be adorned with a gem.

Price: € 205 
- Made in Germany.

Heart pendant keychain,
925 Sterling Silver, 
approximately 7 cm long,
Item No.: HB0001, 
€ 205

Faber-Castell writing instruments – various writing instru-
ments and sets available from different collections (e.g.:
rollerball pens, fountain pens, ballpoint pens, and 
mechanical pencils).
Ask us about all the possibilities; we will gladly provide
you with an individual offer.

Cufflinks 'round,' sterling silver, polished,
with logo, custom-made. 
Price upon request.



Environmentally sustainable calculator with a sturdy
cardboard casing and solar cell operation, it’s perfectly
recyclable, and the 'green' promotional item is perfect
for digital printing because you can personalize the 
calculator with your logo under the display (print size:
60 x 20 mm with screen printing) Price: € 4 each 
when purchasing 50 pieces.
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Ballpoint pen set made of cork and metal,
consisting of a twist-action ballpoint pen (blue ink)
and a rollerball pen (black ink) with a cork shaft.
Delived in a matching cork box.
Print size depends on the printing method: laser
engraving, screen or pad printing.
Price: € 8 each when purchasing 50 pieces.

Creative Breaks at the Workplace

Moral-o-mat!
Theses for 
discussing, 
pondering 
and doubt!

An entertaining thesis generator inspired by the idea of
journalist Pia Frey. With it, you can generate 125,000 im-
pactful statements in the blink of an eye, always composed
of three components, elevating any discussion to an intel-
lectual meta-level. Whether you produce contentious theses
on fundamental matters or simply common knowledge is
not only entirely up to your own perspective and the mo-
mentum of the hand turning the next card but also imme-
diately opens the door to the next meta-level. Stand with
spiral binding. Size: 21.5 x 11 cm. Price: € 14.

Pencil set from Love the day (from Munich). 
Detailed prices and further product suggestions 
from this line available upon request.

Notebook made from leather remnants
A5 format, cover with imprint, an elastic band, a pen loop,
a bookmark, and 80 sheets of lined paper. Your logo can
be applied through embossing, screen printing, or pad
printing. Price: € 4 each when purchasing 50 pieces.
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The 'Seiferei' from Austria makes a statement
in art and design with their new room fragrance
series 'IN THE GARDEN OF SENSES', combi-
ned with their well-known naturalness. The
satin-finished glass bottle contains 200 ml of
sustainable, high-quality room fragrance. The
high proportion of pure essential oils ensures a
long usage period of approximately 4 months.
The bottle comes in an attractive black folding
carton.

'G' stands for gallant – lovely, floral, enchanting.
'K' stands for kinetic – light, fresh, green, with a

coquettish note of lemongrass and cypress.
'O' stands for opulent – rich, sensual, woody –

cedarwood and patchouli.
'W' stands for winter – festive, atmospheric.
Sweet oranges and robust cloves.
Price: € 30 each.

Classic domino set, 24 game pieces, instructions
in English, French and German. Approx. 

24 x 9 x 4.5 cm, Material: FSC, acid-free, 
30% paper, 70% wood - Price € 25.

"High-quality scented candles in glass containers with lids. All candles are
made of 100% pure essential oils. Cotton wick, content 120 g, 
fragrances:
Mountain Fire: scent of Swiss pine and mountain pine
Summer Fire: scent of orange and cypress
Velvet Fire: an oriental composition scent
The candles are packaged in an attractive natural cardboard box. Price: € 26.

Traditional Turkish pestemal (Hammam towels)
from Turkey - a timeless companion! These towels
are woven in the traditional manner and are suit-
able for various occasions, such as the beach, pool,
sauna, or as a shower towel. They come in different
designs and colors (AZO-free) and sizes. The classic
size is approximately 100 x 180 cm. The warp thre-
ads are still hand-knotted into fringes.

The towels are available in
100% cotton or linen. Custom
designs are also available
upon request (delivery time
approximately 6-8 working
weeks).

Prices starting at € 25 
(depending on design and size)
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The epitome of luxurious cashmere comfort 
is the traditional Pashmina: an unbelievably
lightweight and delicate fabric made from

pure cashmere or blended with silk, offering
versatile styling options as a scarf or shawl.

The showcased cashmere scarves originate
from a small factory in Nepal, where they are
handwoven and ethically traded. Our partner,

driven by a passion for details, continually 
develops new designs to provide an 
all-encompassing sense of luxury.

All scarves and shawls are packaged in natural
paper in high-quality cartons. Upon request,
the packaging can also be customized with

your logo, and scarves can be tailored to your
specifications. The scarves are available in va-
rious sizes, with long fringes or an open fringe

edge. Ask about all the possibilities!

Prices starting at € 99 (depending on size 
and material composition).

Sizes: from 70 x 200 cm to large scarves
measuring 120 x 200 cm.

Raumdüfte, Kerzen & Zeitlose Begleiter



The company Allpure from Austria produces everyday and
high-quality leather products that are right on trend.
Products that are genuinely useful: laptop sleeves, phone
cases, and credit card and car key holders. The unique 
feature is that all products are equipped with a shielding
function. They block all signals, thus preventing the tracking
of data or location. The inner lining is made of a certified
material (shielding fabric, Shieldtex® - high silver, nickel,
and copper content).
With the acceleration of digitization, threats to privacy, 
digital security, and health are evolving. Electromagnetic
radiation is shielded.
Customizations with this special lining can, of course, also
be taken into account. Just ask about all the possibilities.

Image below:
*Laptop sleeve, approx. 35 x 25 cm, approx. 408 g, various

front pockets, flap (available in various colors).
*Shielding bags, approx. 19 x 12 cm, approx. 104 g, with

magnetic closure, eyelets in the outer pocket for looping a
cord (available in various colors).

Prices upon request.
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Exclusive Leather Goods - Innovation from Austria - 
Manufactured in Italy!

Image: front & back view of phone case



Wir realisieren individuelle Verpackungswünsche

Worldwide Shipping

You can have the ordered goods delivered to an address of your choice, anywhere 
in the world, whether it's a single item or a large order. We would be pleased to 
provide you with an attractive offer for individual shipping, including handling.

Gift Wrapping

We will wrap your gifts with taste and style.
All ordered items will be packaged in a high-quality gift box with a ribbon, tailored
to your preferences. We can also create a custom gift box for you with printing, la-
mination, and elaborate decoration. Ask about all the possibilities.

Service

We provide competent and reliable guidance. Our catalog selection is just a small
sample intended to inspire you in your gift choices. Please ask for more ideas; we
are very flexible and seasoned professionals in this business.
When making your choice, also consider sustainability. 

All prices are net prices plus tax. Quantity discounts apply for larger quantities. Prices
are subject to change, and errors and omissions are excepted. As of September 2023. 
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Limmerweg 8, D-82024 Taufkirchen bei München

Phone +4989-470 27 969, Fax +4989-455 79 881

www.roellinghoff.com

info@roellinghoff.com 

We look forward 

to future collaborations!




